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Abstract Endoscopic procedures performed under con-
scious sedation require careful monitoring of respiratory

status to prevent adverse outcomes. This study utilizes a

non-invasive respiratory volume monitor (RVM) that pro-
vides continuous real-time measurements of minute venti-

lation (MV), tidal volume and respiratory rate (RR) to

assess the adequacy of ventilation during endoscopy.
Digital respiratory traces were collected from 51 patients

undergoing upper endoscopy with propofol sedation using

an impedance-based RVM. Baseline MV for each patient
was derived from a 30 s period of quiet breathing prior to

sedation (MVBASELINE). Capnography data were also col-

lected. Because RR from capnography was frequently
unavailable, the RVM RR’s were used for analysis. RR rate

values were compared the MV measurements and sensi-

tivity and specificity of RR to predict inadequate ventila-
tion (MV \40 % MVBASELINE) were calculated. Initial

analysis revealed that there is a weak correlation between
an MV measurement and its corresponding RR measure-

ment (r = 0.05). If MV is an actual indictor of respiratory

performance, using RR as a proxy is grossly inadequate.
Simulating a variety of RR alarm conditions [4–8 breaths/

min (bpm)] showed that a substantial fraction of low MV

measurements (MV\40 % MVBASELINE) went undetected
(at 8 bpm, [70 % low MV measurements were missed;

at 6 bpm,[82 % were missed; and at 4 bpm,[90 % were

missed). A cut-off of 6 bpm had a sensitivity of only
18.2 %; while \40 % of all RR alarms would have coin-

cided with a low MV (39.4 % PPV). Low RR measure-

ments alone do not reflect episodes of low MV and are not
sufficient for accurate assessment of respiratory status.

RVM provides a new way to collect MV measurements

which provide more comprehensive data than RR alone.
Further work is ongoing to evaluate the use of MV data

during procedural sedation.
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1 Introduction

More than 3 million patients undergo upper endoscopic

procedures annually in the United States [1]. These pro-

cedures are frequently performed under conscious sedation;
these cases require careful monitoring of respiratory status

to prevent adverse outcomes. Maintenance of adequate

ventilation can be a significant challenge, since airway
management can be compromised by patient positioning

and decreased access to the airway. The use of propofol for

sedation during endoscopy has become increasingly pop-
ular, but carries with it an increased risk of respiratory
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compromise, further emphasizing the need for continuous

ventilation monitoring.
Current respiratory monitoring technologies rely on two

surrogate measures of ventilation; pulse oximetry and end-

tidal CO2. While oximetry is capable of reporting severe
adverse events, it provides only a late indication of hy-

poventilation. Decreases in oxygen saturation are further

delayed in patients on supplemental oxygen, often with
prolonged respiratory depression well before a decrease in

oxygen saturation is reported [2, 3]. Despite the inclusion
of capnography in the ASA guidelines for use during

monitored anesthesia care (MAC), it has several well-de-

scribed limitations for non-intubated patients [4]. The re-
liability of capnography is affected by the placement of the

cannula sensor, fresh gas flow rate and tidal volume [5, 6].

The use of capnography has proven especially challenging
in patients undergoing upper endoscopic procedures [7, 8],

and point-of care clinical decision-making is more often

based on capnography-generated respiratory rate (RR)
measurements than on end-tidal CO2 measurements [9].

Respiratory rate monitoring has been presented as a po-

tential solution to ventilation monitoring [7, 9], but since
ventilation is dependent on both tidal volume as well as

respiratory rate, respiratory rate monitoring cannot provide

a complete or adequate solution. In a recent study,
capnography monitoring had no effect on the incidence of

hypoxemia during procedures utilizing propofol sedation

and performed by non-anesthesiologists [5].
Respiratory depression during endoscopic procedures

remains a significant risk to patient safety despite the in-

creased focus on patient monitoring. Analysis of the
American Society of Anesthesia closed claims database by

Bhananker et al. revealed that respiratory depression

caused by sedatives or opioids was the most common
mechanism of injury in monitored anesthesia cases, ac-

counting for 25 % of all claims. Eighty-five percent of

respiratory depression claims resulted in death or perma-
nent brain damage, and 44 % were judged to have been

preventable by better monitoring [6]. In a prospective study

of 528 consecutive endoscopic retrograde cholangiopan-
creatography (ERCP) cases managed by anesthesia provi-

ders, Berzin et al. found sedation-related adverse events in

21 % of cases. Respiratory events accounted for 65 % of
these adverse events (occurring in 14 % of all cases), de-

spite capnography monitoring [10].

A non-invasive respiratory volume monitor (RVM) has
been developed to address the shortcomings in current respi-

ratory monitoring. The RVM uses bio-impedance to provide

continuous, real-time, accurate measurements of minute
ventilation (MV), tidal volume (TV), and respiratory rate (RR)

through an electrode PadSet placed on the patients’ thorax. As

previously published, the RVM had average relative errors for
MV, TV and RR of 9.3, 9.0, and 1.8 % respectively [11]. With

the ability to monitor both volume and rate during sedation,

the RVM presents a significant improvement in respiratory
monitoring, particularly in patients requiring instrumentation

and manipulation of the oropharynx.

This study aimed to use the RVM to evaluate respiratory
status and episodes of hypoventilation during upper endo-

scopic procedures. In addition, the RVM was used to define

the underlying pattern of hypoventilation, as related to
decreases in TV or RR or periods of apnea.

2 Methods

2.1 Subjects

Patients undergoing sedation for advanced upper endo-
scopic procedures, including endoscopic ultrasound (EUS),

esophagogastroduodenoscopy (EGD), gastroscopy, and

ERCP were eligible for enrollment. Exclusion criteria in-
cluded: history of thoracotomy with resection of lung tissue,

severe chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (defined as an

inability to climb a flight of stairs or FEV1/VC of less than
30 % of predicted), or a body mass index (BMI) of greater

than 50 kg/m2. The protocol was approved by the Fletcher

Allen Healthcare Institutional Review Board and all pa-
tients gave written informed consent prior to enrollment.

2.2 Instrumentation

A bio-impedance-based RVM (ExSpiron, Respiratory

Motion, Waltham, MA) was used to collect digital respi-
ratory traces from an electrode PadSet placed on the tho-

rax. One pad was placed just below the sternal notch, a

second pad over the xiphoid and a third pad at the right
mid-axillary line, horizontally at the level of the xiphoid.

The anesthesia care team and study staff were blinded to

the RVM measurements of MV, TV and RR, but respira-
tory waveforms were displayed to demonstrate that the

device was functioning properly. Patient clinical data, in-

cluding HR, BP, SpO2 and EtCO2 was collected elec-
tronically from patient monitors every 10 min by an

electronic health record system.

2.3 Procedure

RVM traces were recorded continuously from pre-proce-
dure until discharge. During the procedure EtCO2 (Philips

Smart CapnoLine Adult CO2/O2 nasal cannula), and pulse

oximetry were measured and recorded digitally every
10 min by an electronic anesthesia record system and

manually by study staff at the time of airway interventions.

The anesthesia care team managed the patients as per the
usual standard of care.
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Fifty-one patients (30 females, age: 51.2 ± 16.6 years,
BMI: 27.7 ± 6.1 kg/m2) completed the study. The patients

studied underwent the following upper endoscopic procedures:

28 EGD, 14 ERCP, 7 EUS, and 2 gastroscopies. MV, TV, and
RR were calculated from 30-s segments over the patient’s en-

tire stay from pre-procedure through discharge.

Fig. 1 Analysis performed on
all measurements collected
(9575) reveals that, although
minute ventilation (MV) is a
function of respiratory rate (RR;
MV = TV 9 RR), there is very
weak correlation between any
particular MV measurement and
its corresponding RR
measurement (r = 0.05)
suggesting that if MV is an
indicator of respiratory
performance, RR is not an
adequate proxy

Fig. 2 A simulation of a variety of potential RR alarm conditions and
the probability they capture a low MV event. Varying RR cutoff from
4 breaths/min (black line) to 8 breaths/min (green line) increases the
fraction of low MV events captured by the RR alarm, however, a
substantial fraction remains undetected in all conditions. With a RR
cutoff of 8 breaths/min (green line), more than 70 % of all MV

measurements below 40 % MVBASELINE level would not be detected.
Decreasing the RR cutoff to 4 breaths/min nearly almost 90 % of MV
measurements below 40 % MVBASELINE would not be detected (black
line). A patient alarm based on RR alone (with a cutoff of 6 breaths/
min) would miss more than 82 % of all instances of low MV (red
line; 18.2 % sensitivity)
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2.4 Data analyses

Baseline MV (MVBASELINE) for each patient was derived
from a 30-second period of RVM data taken during quiet

breathing prior to sedation. In keeping with ARDSnet criteria

for extubation, the decision was made to classify MV\40 %
MVBASELINE and RR \6 breaths/min (bpm) as potentially

‘‘Un-Safe’’ [12]. RR measurements were compared to MV

measurements in their ability to detect inadequate ventila-
tion. A series of post hoc alarm simulations were performed

to determine when MV measurements would indicate hy-

poventilation (MV \40 % MVBASELINE) and when RR

measurements would also indicate hypoventilation at var-

ious RR cutoffs (alarm limits) from 4 to 8 b/min. The per-
centage of low MV recordings, which would be captured at

these RR alarm limits were also calculated.

3 Results

Standard vital signs were recorded 518 times across the 51

patients, however only 52 % of these measurements con-
tained an EtCO2 value, and only 33 % contained a capno-

metric RR value. In comparison, HR and SpO2 values were
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Fig. 3 Example plots of
individual patient data. Minute
ventilation (MV) and
respiratory rate data recorded
with the RVM system during
procedural sedation in upper
endoscopy. The MV plot depicts
three zones based on percent of
predicted MV (MVPRED). Red
\40 % MVPRED, yellow C40 %
MVPRED (but \80 %
MVPRED) and green C80 %
MVPRED. a Patient A (Age 47,
BMI 23) exhibits acute transient
hypoventilation in response to
sedation. Two jaw lifts were
performed by anesthesia staff in
response to this hypoventilation.
Respiratory rate remained
elevated during this period.
b Patient B (Age 62, BMI 30)
exhibits respiratory depression
in response to sedation. A large
decrease in minute ventilation is
observed following propofol
and opioid administration. Only
one respiratory rate
measurement was recorded
below 6 breaths per minute over
this period
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present in more than 80 % of the vital recordings and RVM-

generated MV, TV and RR metrics were available more than
98 % of the time during the study period and no patient had

a period longer than 30 s without RVM data. Due to both the

lack of data resolution, and the high number of missing
values provided by capnometry, a decision was made to use

the RVM derived respiratory rate for the analysis. This de-

cision was supported by known accuracy of the RVM
measured RR. Unlike RR measurements derived from

standard EKG leads, the RVM has been demonstrated to
deliver RR data with a measurement error of less than 2 %

[11, 13].

Initial analysis was performed on the aggregate cohort
dataset. The digital respiratory traces from all 51 patients

(an average of 1.56 h of recordings per patient) were di-

vided into 9575 30-s-long respiratory trace segments. MV,
TV and RR were calculated from each segment of RVM

data. MV measurements were calculated as a percent of

each patient’s baseline MV (MVBASELINE) prior to sedation
and the correlation between MV and RR measurements

was calculated. First-order analysis revealed that, despite

MV being a function of RR (MV = RR 9 TV), there was
generally a poor correlation between an MV measurement

and its corresponding RR measurement (across the aggre-

gate data set r = 0.05, Fig. 1).
Using standard ‘‘Un-Safe’’ cutoff values for low MV and

low RR (low MV \40 %MVBASELINE and RR \6 breaths/

min) we noted that 4.3 % of all recorded MV measurements
and 1.5 % of all recorded RR measurements were below

their respective unsafe cut-offs. One percent of all 30-s trace

segments yielded MV and RR values that would be con-
sidered ‘‘Un-Safe’’ based on both MV and RR cutoffs.

To investigate the probability that a low RR cutoff

would not capture a low MV event a simulation was per-
formed of 5 different hypothetical RR alarms based on RR

cut-offs from 4 to 8 breaths/min. These alarm simulations

demonstrated that a substantial fraction of low MV mea-
surements were undetected based on an RR alarm limit, as

summarized in Fig. 2. With a RR cut-off of 8 bpm, more

than 70 % of all low MV events would have been missed.
By decreasing the RR cut-off to 6 bpm, 82 % of all low

MV events would have been missed and with further de-

crease of the RR cut-off to 4 bpm nearly 90 % of all low
MV events would have been missed. Figure 3 shows two

example cases where a low RR alarm (6 breaths/min)

would be inadequate at identifying respiratory segments
with significantly decreased MV. In the case shown in

Fig. 3A, following one dose of midazolam (2 mg) and two

boluses of propofol (50 and 20 mg), the patient’s MV de-
creased to approximately 30 % MVBASELINE with no cor-

responding decrease in RR (in fact, RR increased slightly),

yet the patient’s clinical presentation warranted a jaw-
thrust to restore ventilatory adequacy. Similarly, an

infusion of propofol (100 mcg/kg/min) coupled with two

doses of fentanyl (50 and 50 mcg) caused prolonged res-
piratory depression with MV decreasing to 20–30 % of

MVBASELINE for nearly 10 min during which only one 30-s

low RR event was recorded.
Further analysis revealed that utilizing simple RR based

alarm cutoffs would not only fail to detect low MV events

but would also capture numerous false-positive events
(where MV was adequate, despite a low RR). A low- RR

alarm (set to trigger below 6 breaths/mine) would miss
more than 82 % of all instances of low MV (18.2 % sen-

sitivity) while more than 60 % of all low-RR alarms would

coincide with a MV above 40 % MVBASELINE (39.4 %
PPV, Fig. 4). This behavior was not uniform across the

patient cohort, as summarized in Table 1. In 23 of the 51

patients (45 %) low RR and low MV alarms coincided an
average of only 4 times/case. In 13 of the 51 patients

(25 %) an average of 31.5 low MV events would have not

been detected by a low RR alarm, while in 18 patients
(35 %) an average of 7.8 low RR alarms would have been

triggered while these patients had adequate ventilation.

Note that the percentages in the table add to more than
100 % because a patient could potentially be in more than

one category (e.g. a patient may have both false-positive

and false-negative events).

4 Discussion

The rapid onset of sedation and short half-life of propofol

has led to its increased use in gastrointestinal endoscopy. It
has been shown, however, that propofol can affect both

Fig. 4 Low RR (\6 b/min) as a predictor of low MV (MV \40 %
MVBASELINE). Systematic analysis of 9575 RR measurements from
51 patients showed that RR was a poor predictor MV \40 % of
MVBASELINE with a sensitivity of 18.2 %, specificity of 98.5 %,
positive predictive value (PPV) of 39.4 % and negative predictive
value (NPV) of 95.6 %
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respiratory volumes and rate, leading to respiratory de-

pression [14, 15]. In this study, a novel non-invasive res-

piratory monitor was used to assess the components of
ventilation in the endoscopy suite during propofol sedation.

Surprisingly, in the sedated patient hypoventilation and

bradypnea were not tightly correlated, leading to the con-
clusion that using low RR as a proxy for low MV is sub-

optimal. In this blinded, observational trial, RR measure-
ments failed to detect periods of hypoventilation due to a

primary decrease in TV that often occurred in association

with an adequate RR. Measuring RR alone was inadequate
for detecting periods of significant hypoventilation with a

sensitivity of only 18.2 %, i.e. 77.8 % of hypoventilation

(MV\40 % MVPRED) would have been missed with a RR
alarm set at 6 breaths per minute. Conversely, RR alarms

would have alerted care providers about periods of

bradypnea that were not associated with hypoventilation.
Both respiratory patterns of apnea with large recovery

breaths and bradypnea with larger regular TVs can trigger

RR alarms in the face of adequate ventilation.
The ASA practice guidelines for sedation and analgesia

purport that the primary causes of morbidity during sedation

are drug-induced respiratory depression and airway ob-
struction [16]. The guideline recommendations for ventila-

tion monitoring through observation or auscultation do not

provide an objective measure of respiratory volumes. The
inclusion of EtCO2 monitoring in procedural sedation pro-

cedures performed by anesthesiologists provides a surrogate

measure of ventilation; however this monitoring technique
has problems with reliability in the upper endoscopy setting

[17]. Data presented here support the fact that respiratory rate

alone does not fully quantify respiratory status [18].
A key limitation of this study was the lack of reliable

EtCO2-derived RR measurements. As previously reported,

only 1/3 of the recorded patient vital signs in the electronic

health record contained a capnography-based RR, which

prevented us from using these data for our analysis. Fur-

thermore, capnography-based RR and impedance-based
RR measurements have been previously shown to correlate

poorly, especially during episodes of volatile changes in

respiratory patterns, like one could expect during endo-
scopic procedures [4, 9]. For the purposes of this manu-

script, the more reliable and accurate RR measurements
from the RVM were used [11, 13].

The findings in this study have important clinical im-

plications for the monitoring of ventilation in the en-
doscopy suite. Basing clinical decisions on RR alone could

lead to both over-treatment of benign events and under-

recognition of potentially dangerous events. Better venti-
lation monitoring, as provided by the RVM, has the po-

tential to make a significant impact on patient safety during

procedural sedation.
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